
EASY INTEGRATION IN SYSTEMS WITH VARIOUS
FORMATS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT SIGNALS

SUPERB PERFORMANCE / PRICE RATIO

5 YEARS WARRANTY

EFFICIENT AND CONVENIENT SERVICE

14 YEAR EXPLOITATION EXPERIENCE FOR HUNDREDS OF SYSTEMS 
IN MANY COUNTRIES

BROADCAST PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

UPGRADEABLE TO HD

Take a Step Forward



GVM-2425  24 input 2,5 M/E production switcher

- 12 Auxiliary outputs

- 4 RS-422 ports for controlling external devices from the Control Panel and remote control of 
   production switcher from the editing controller or another device 

- 4 GPI inputs and 4 GPI outputs

- Flexibly assignable Clean Feed output

- Delegation of the each physical input to any button in the corresponding section on the
 Control Panel 

- Capability of giving a names to the video sources and displaying them on the Control Panel

- Capability of Control Panel keys locking to avoid unauthorized pressing on them

- Motion Logotype generator

- 4 additional EXTERNAL KEY inputs with frame synchronizers

- Up to 5  of Main Preview Output

- Program outputs and Preview outputs for M/E1 and M/E2

- Up to 7  of Main Program Output

- “TIME LINE” function allows to create sequence of states and transitions, which can be played
   in automatic or step-by-step mode

- Dual-channel nonvolatile storage for video clips and slides. In the each channel there can be 
  stored up to 50 slides and clips with total duration up to 20 min with audio

- 4-channel “Multiscreen” function

- 12 bit analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion

- 20 bit digital signal processing

- “SUPER WIPE” (graphic wipe) function with audio.

- 6 KEY channels, 4 MSK channels and 2 DSK channels

- 24 video inputs with frame synchronizers (PAL/YUV/SDI)



1 - 
     and digital signal (SDI) modules can be used.

Input modules installation area. Both analog (PAL/YC/YUV) signal modules 

2 - 
     for 2 analog and the module for 2 digital input signals are appropriate.

Input module for EXTERNAL KEY1 and EXTERNAL KEY2 signals. Both the module 

MAIN UNIT for 24  input  production switcher

4 - 
     the external(switcher in pos.“EXT”) synchronization modes for switcher’s operation.

Synchronization module. Provides the internal(switcher in pos.“INT”) and 

5 - 
     the generator is carried out from the input reference signal.

Outputs of the internal “Black burst” generator. In external synchronizing mode 

6 - Synchronization reference input.
7 - 
     MAIN program and preview outputs, 
     M/E1 program and preview outputs, 
     M/E2 program and preview outputs,
     AUDIO output for CLIP1,CLIP2 and SUPER WIPE sound.

Digital processing module with output connectors: 

8 - Installation position for PROGRAM OUTPUT module.
9 - Installation position for PREVIEW OUTPUT module.
10 - AUX1-AUX12 OUTPUT modules installation area.
11 - Communication module. Provides connection with LAN and “TALLY” outputs.
12 - “TALLY ” outputs 1-24 connectors.
13 - RJ-45 Main Unit to LAN connector.
14 - POWER SUPPLY Module. The module is Redundant,  Hot-Swappable/Hot-Pluggable.

3 - 
     for 2 analog and the module for 2 digital input signals is appropriate.

Input module for EXTERNAL KEY3 and EXTERNAL KEY4 signal. Both the module

5

Cable for output audio
signal connection



- 12 video inputs with frame synchronizers (PAL/YUV/SDI)

- 2 External Key inputs with frame synchronizers

- 2 KEY channels

- 2 Auxiliary outputs

- RS-422 port

- GPI input

- GPI output

- Dual-channel nonvolatile storage  for video clips and slides. In the each channel there can be 
  stored up to 50 slides and clips 

- Motion Logotype generator

- 2 DSK channels

- 12 bit analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion

- 20 bit digital signal processing

GVM-1200  12 input 1 M/E production switcher

- 4-channel “Multiscreen” function

- “SUPER WIPE” (graphic wipe) function 



1 - 
    and digital signal (SDI) modules can be used.

Input modules installation area. Both analog (PAL/YC/YUV) signal modules 

2 - 
     for 2 analog and the module for 2 digital input signals are appropriate.

Input module for EXTERNAL KEY1 and EXTERNAL KEY2 signals. Both the module 

MAIN UNIT GVM-1200

3 - 
     the external(switcher in pos.“EXT”) synchronization modes for the videomixer 
     operation.

Synchronization module. Provides the internal(switcher in pos.“INT”) and 

4 - 
     mode the generator is carried out from the input reference signal.

Outputs of the internal “Black burst” generator. In external synchronizing 

5 - Synchronization reference input.

6 - Digital processing module.

7 - Installation position for PROGRAM OUTPUT module.

8 -  Installation position for PREVIEW OUTPUT module.

9 - AUX1,AUX2 OUTPUT modules installation area.

10 - Communication module. Provides connection with LAN and “TALLY” outputs.

11 - “TALLY ” outputs 1-12 connectors.

12 - RJ-45 Main Unit to LAN connector.

13 -  POWER SUPPLY Module. The module is Redundant, Hot-Swappable/Hot-Pluggable.



ANALOG
INPUT MODULE

DIGITAL
INPUT MODULE

INPUT MODULE
EXTERNAL KEY

OUTPUT MODULE
PAL+YUV

OUTPUT MODULE
SDI+YUV

AUX OUTPUT MODULE
SDI+PAL

OUTPUT MODULE
2xSDI+2xPAL

Input connector for luminance Y 
signal or composite PAL1*

Input connector for chromi-
nance U signal or composite PAL2*

Input connector  for chromi-
nance V signal or composite PAL3*

Digital SDI output for 
converted input signal (Option)

*component/composite modes selection
 of the analog module can be made by
switcher installed on this module as well as 
from the control panel menu.In the composite
mode there is a capability of the input signals
switching from the control panel.

** according to the switcher position 
synchronization of output signals is carried 
out from the synch generator of videomixer 
or the input signal.

Input connector for digital
SDI signal

Output connector for 
luminance Y signal

Output connector for
chrominance U signal

Output connector for 
chrominance V signal

Output connector for 
composite PAL signal

Output connector for
luminance Y signal

Output connector for 
chrominance U signal

Output connector for
chrominance V signal

Output connector for
digital SDI signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary
channel 1 for PAL signal

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 1 for SDI signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 2 for PAL signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary
channel 2 for SDI signal 

Output connector for 
composite PAL signal

Output connector for 
composite PAL signal

Output connector for 
digital SDI signal

Output connector for 
digital SDI signal

With Frame Synchronizer With Frame Synchronizer With Frame Synchronizer

Composite PAL output for con-
verted input signal(Option)**

Digital SDI output  for rege-
nerated input signal(Option)**

Digital SDI output  for rege-
nerated input signal(Option)**

Input connector for digital
or analog  External Key1
signal

Input connector for digital
or analog  External Key2
signal

AUX OUTPUT MODULE
2xSDI

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 1 for SDI signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary
channel 1 for SDI signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 2 for SDI signal

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 2 for SDI signal

AUX OUTPUT MODULE
 2xPAL

Output connector of Auxiliary
channel 1 for PAL signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 1 for PAL signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary 
channel 2 for PAL signal 

Output connector of Auxiliary
channel 2 for PAL signal 

INPUT and OUTPUT MODULES



OPTIONS CONNECTIONS

OPTIONAL PC FOR ASSISTANT 

MAIN UNIT

TALLY EXTENSION UNIT

OPTIONAL AUX BUSES CONTROL PANEL

OPTIONAL PRESET/PROGRAM BUS 
CONTROL PANEL

OPTIONAL CONTROL PANEL FOR М/Е BUS

CONTROL PANEL

4 х RS-422

VIDEO SERVER

AUTOMATION 
SYSTEM

VIDEO TAPE

EDIT CONTROLLER



“Multiscreen” function

Production switchers allow to generate the combined image, which includes up to 4 scaled 
images & background, and dynamic transition between states with defined duration. 
his function is realized with combined image as an additional source, without using DVE 
and keying channels.

“Super WIPE” function

Production Switcher allow user to run free shape wipe transitions and mix transitions combined
with a graphic and audio. 
About 50 graphic wipes can be stored in the internal storage. 
In GVM2425 total duration of graphic wipes is up to 20 min, this can be useful for creating
Super Wipe based News Open Trailers.

Tel: +99532 2755655
e-Mail: info@guramex.com
Web: www.guramex.com

Example of graphic transition 1

Example of Super Wipe based News Open Trailer
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